


A Remarkable Product Must Be "Consumer Inside"
The market demands are the starting point of all products;  To create a good

product should keep the demands in mind.
Based on the idea of "meet the future market demands", VIGOR in order to satisfy the market needs, from
the visible, audible and imaginable customer request, by way of the professionally R & D working group to
develop this VB Series Programmable Controller.  VIGOR's expertise is more than the technical knowledge,
we also have the excellently complete product lines, which are correspond with the requires of real opera-
tions and market demands.  
The VB Series PLC not only provides the feature of new generation compact size high performance PLC,
but also offers innovation design close to the market,  which will provide a satisfied control for diversified
requires.
The VB Series Programmable Controller is following the concept of "Consumer Inside", we expecting your
appreciation and affirmation.

Patented Functions, Increasing Your Product Value
The state-of-the-art Multi-Functional Display will effectively enhance product

added value.
Any machine may have potential breakdown problems.  When a trouble occurs, the machine designers
would like to provide the note of problem for machine operators properly then it can help the trouble-shoot-
er to solve the problem and reduce losses.  But due to the limited budget, this important function is always
omitted and discarded.
Now, the VB Series PLC penetrates this requirement.  At the PLC main unit, we cleverly install a LED
Multi-Functional Display, which allows users to show the machinery operation status and error messages
easily and clearly.
Furthermore, the Multi-Functional Display can be used for demonstrate text messages and graphics.  Also,
when it cooperates with some input buttons, which becomes the display interface of data access unit.  
Such a pleasant function have already obtained a patent license.   It is an advantaged tool for enhancing
product added value and competitiveness.  And, this perfect ideal will not increase any additional costs.



Attentively Innovative Design,
Effectively Reducing Labor Costs
The barrier style wire terminal is strong and reliable which seems to be
the common type that for commercial PLC.  But people are concerned
about the assembly line which is always spend too much time and make
mistakes easily, as well as it has difficulties in the maintenance.
VIGOR has found such demands, the VB Series PLC delivers a solu-
tion, it come up with a series of connector units.  The Main Unit,
Expansion Unit and Expansion Module of the VB series come in 2
types: the barrier terminal and ATX connector, to satisfy various
requirements and ideas. 
For avoiding any trouble at making the connecting wires, all the con-
nector-type VB Series PLCs come with ATX connectors and 2-meter
wires.
The "fast linkage" characteristic of the connector-type PLC units will
efficiently reduce wiring labor, assembling duration and mistakes;
moreover, it has the advantage of easy maintenance.  Particularly for
machines in the mass-production industry, this efficiency stands out sig-
nificantly. 
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System Composition

Programming Tool

MS Windows® based
Programming Tool

Ladder Master

PDA (Palm® OS) based
Programming Tool

NeoTouch

RTC/Memory 
Expansion Cards

Data Bank + RTC Expansion Card
VB-DB1R

RTC Expansion Card
VB-RTC

Program Memory + RTC Card
VB-MP1R

Expansion Unit

Barrier Terminal Block
Style Expansion Unit

ATX Connector Style
Expansion Unit

VB-32E - 16-point Input 
16-point Output

VB-32XY 16-point Input 
16-point Output

Communication 
Expansion

RS-232 Communication 
Expansion Card   VB-232

Main Units

Barrier Terminal Block Style 
Main Unit

Expansion Module

Barrier Terminal Block
Style Expansion Unit

ATX Connector Style
Expansion Module

Indicates the output type
R: Relay Output
T: NPN Transistor Output
P: PNP Transistor Output

Indicates the power type
A: AC100-240V – 15%/+ 10%
D: DC24V – 15%/+ 20%

Special Module

RS-422/RS-485 Communication
Expansion Card   VB-485

RS-485 Communication 
Expansion Module   VB-485A

Dual Communication
Expansion Module   VB-CADP

VB-16XY -C 8-point Input 

8-point Output

VB-16X-C 16-point Input 

VB-8X-C 8-point Input 

VB-8Y -C 8-point output

VB-16XY 8-point Input 

8-point Output

VB-16X 16-point Input

VB-16Y 16-point Output

VB-8XY 4-point Input 

4-point Output

VB-8X 8-point Input

VB-8Y 8-point Output

VB2-16M - 8-point Input     8-point Output

VB2-32M - 16-point Input 16-point Output

VB1-14MT-D 8-point Input    6-point Output

VB1-24MT-D      14-point Input 10-point Output

VB1-32MT-D 16-point Input 16-point Output

VB0-14M - 8-point Input     6-point Output

VB0-20M - 12-point Input     8-point Output

VB0-28M - 16-point Input 12-point Output

VB0-32M - 16-point Input 16-point Output

ATX Connector Style Main Unit

VB2-32M - C 16-point Input   16-point Output

VB0-32M - C 16-point Input   16-point Output

VB-2VC 2-channel Valve Controls

VB-4AD 4-channel 12-bit Analog Inputs

VB-2DA 2-channel 12-bit Analog Outputs

VB-4DA 4-channel 8-bit Analog Outputs

VB-3A 2-channel 12-bit Analog Inputs  1-channel 12-bit Analog Output

VB-6A 4-channel 12-bit Analog Inputs  2-channel 12-bit Analog Outputs

VB-4T 4-channel J/K TC Temperature Inputs

VB-8T 8-channel J/K TC Temperature Inputs

VB-2PT 2-channel  PT-100 Temperature Inputs

VB-4PT 4-channel PT-100 Temperature Inputs

VB-1LC 1-channel Temperature Controls

VB-2LC 2-channel Temperature Controls

VB-1HC Single channel 45KHz High Speed Counter

VB-1COM A Serial Link Communication Interface

VB-PWR 24W Power Expansion

VB1-14MT is the 48mm main unit without
Memory Card Slot and I/O Expansion Slot.

VB-32XY is the expansion 
module without power supply.

VB-32E - C 16-point Input 
16-point Output

VB-32XY -C 16-point Input 
16-point Output

VB-32XY-C is the expansion
module without power supply.
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The Analog Rotary Potentiometers (VR1 and VR2) provide number values (0~255) which can be used for 
data inputs (i.e. changing timer settings).  If they incorporate with the Multi-Functional Display, the PLC  
will have a flexible performance.
The Main Unit has a built-in RUN/STOP switch which allows convenient control to run or stop the PLC.
The Display Mode Switches let the LCD matrix screen become its I/O status display or the Multi-Func-
tional Display.
The Communication Expansion Slot can be used for RS-232 or RS-422/485 communication expansion
cards (VB-232 / VB-485) or modules (VB-485A / VB-CADP).
The Memory Card Slot can be used for program memory (VB-MP1R), Real Time Clock (VB-RTC) or
Data Bank (VB-DB1R) expansion card.
The I/O Expansion Slot can be used for connecting various I/O expansion units/modules or special modules.
The Programming Tool Communication Port is a RS-232 interface (USB A-type outlet), it can be used to 
connect with programming tool (computer or PDA), HMI (Human-Machine Interface) or SCADA
(Supervisor Control And Data Acquisition).  And also by this port, the remote program modification and

data monitoring through a MODEM are available.
The PLC could communicate via either the Programming Tool Auxiliary Port (JST 4P outlet) or Program-
ming Tool Communication Port CP1 (USB A-type outlet).

Memory Card Slot
For an Expansion Cards:
VB-MP1R / VB-RTC
Or VB-DB1R

I/O Expansion Slot
Available for:
12 Type Expansion Units
28 Type Expansion Modules
16 Type Special Modules

Communication
Expansion Slot

For an 
Expansion Card:
VB-232 / VB-485

Or
Expansion Module:

VB-485A / VB-CADP

Program Tool
Communication Port
CP1 RS-232
Programming Tool 
Auxiliary Slot

Two Analog Rotary

Potentiometers

VR1

VR2

RUN/STOP Switch
Display Mode Switch

Each Main Unit has a built-in a RS-232 interface.  The
PLC just needs a transmission cable, easy to do pro-
gramming and monitoring via a computer or PDA. 

Program and data can be monitored, uploaded or downloaded
by the programming tool from remote locations via MODEMs. 
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VB series PLC offer more precise process control via the PID

control instruction which can be executed repeatedly. With the

premium Auto Tuning(AT) mechanism, the PID parameter set-

ting could never be easier.

PID control with Auto Tuning(AT) 
mechanism

VB1 main unit in the VB-PLC family is designed specifically for positioning control.

The build-in 4-point High Speed Pulse Output, 20 KHz from Y0, Y1 and 200 KHz from Y2, Y3, enable the positioning control to be carried

out easily in a faster and more precise manner through using the positioning control instruction. Moreover, for the High Speed Input, not only

did it preserves the VB series interrupt input and high speed counter functions, some improvements have been made to it by adding a 2-point

AB-phase high speed counter hardware which can count the pulse input signal frequency up to 200 KHz. The conjunction of the high speed

pulse output and the high speed counter hardware can complete a close loop positioning control to satisfy the need for accuracy.

VB1 series High Speed I/O function

VB1 Main Unit

X0
X1

Y2
Yn

A Phase
B Phase

200KHz 
DIR

Step Motor/
Servo Motor

Driver

Rotation
Encoder

Motor

Position Control
Instruction

ZRN Home Position Return PLSV Variable Frequency Pulse
Output

DRVI Increment Positioning/
DRVA Absolute Positioning

DOG

Yn

Thermo-
couple

Heater SSR

Soldering
Pot

VB-PLC
Main Unit

VB-8T 
Temperature 
Input Module

The Main Unit has two points (Y0, Y1) of pulse output (up to 7

kHz).  The output pulse can drive the step motor or servo motor

directly.

The additional VB-1PG positioning control module is designed for

the demand of higher frequency (up to 100 kHz) pulse output.

VB0 VB2 Series Pulse Output Function

Step Motor /
Servo Motor

Step Motor /
Servo Motor

Motor
DriverDIR

Motor
Driver

DIR

Y0

Y1
Transistor

Output Main Unit

The Main Unit has 6 points (X0~X5) of high-speed input which can
be used as the interrupt and high- speed counter inputs.  At most, it
can be connected to 6 single-phase high-speed counters or 2 AB-
phase rotation encoders.  The additional VB-1HC high-speed
counter module is designed for the demand of higher frequency (up
to 45 kHz) pulse input.

Interrupt Input and High-Speed 
Counter Function

X0

X1

X3

X4

Rotation 
Encoder

Rotation 
Encoder

A Phase

B Phase

A Phase

B Phase

The Main Unit has 7,680 general and 512 latched data registers.

To insert a VB-DB1R Data Bank expansion card, it will get extra

128,000 latched data registers, for a storage of huge data is

required.

Data Bank Provides Large Capacity
of Data Storage Function

128K words
Data Bank
Expansion Card
VB-DB1R
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Complete System Functions
Built-in a Flash ROM program memory.  The capacity size is 16K/8K
steps and no back-up battery is required. 
The user program, component comments and program comments can 
be completely downloaded to the PLC, which isconvenient for system 
maintenance. 
Enable the function of password protection can block program upload.  
It prevents unauthorized reading so the intellectual property right can 
be guaranteed.
For the time-based control, it is available to install a Real Time Clock 
card (VB-RTC).
The Main Unit has a built-in Multi-Functional Display, conveniently 
and timely displays informations.
The integrated Auto Tuning(AT) function solves the complexity of 
PID control. 
MBUS instruction in combination with communication table 
editing function makes it easier to connect with MODBUS 
peripherals.
Plenty of instructions, including: floating point, PID and compare 
instructions, etc.

Full Communication Function
The Main Unit has an RS-232 interface (CP1), it can be connected 
with a computer, HMI (Human Machine Interface) or SCADA 
(Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition).  Also available through a 
MODEM to remote control, edit program and data observe.
Multiple communication cards and expansion modules provide RS-
232, RS-485 interfaces.  The system can be expanded up to 19 commu-
nication ports.
Provides various communication functions for complicated requires. 
e.g. Computer Link, CPU Link, Parallel Link, Easy Link, MODBUS 
(Master/Slave) Communication, MODEM Communicationand Non-
Protocol Communication.
Provides the MODBUS (Master/Slave) communication mode, which 
promotes its communication capability to other peripherals.

Flexible Modular Structure, With 
Multitudinous Models and Modules

The Main Unit providing 14~32 I/O points optional control scales.
The I/O expansion modules provide the control scales from 4X/4Y to
16X/16Y, fully support expansion features need.
Two I/O connection types are available. (Barrier terminal block or ATX
connector)
Two types of power input are available.  (AC 85~264V or DC 24V)
Three output types are available.  (relay, NPN or PNP transistor)
The input point is the Sink/Source selectable connection.

Numerous kinds of Special Modules Supply 
various Special Applications

The analog I/O module, temperature input module, pulse output posi-

tioning module, high-speed counter module, valve controls module and

communication module.

Modular Structure, Flexible Combination 
Various of Units and Modules

Compact and Ingenious Design, Saves 
Assembling Space.

Advanced MS Windows® Based Programming 
Software:Ladder Master,  Easy Become a 
Professional.

Advanced PDA (Palm® OS) Based Screen 
Creation Software:  NeoTouch,  Inaugurate a
New Fashion.

Multi-Functional Display

Ladder Master pro-
gramming software
adds simplicity to
multi-functional dis-
play editing through
inputting English
characters, figures
and symbols from a
keyboard. Also, it can
be used to create mes-
sages via the cursor.

This state-of-the-art Multi-Functional Display can be used to show the error messages, procedural flows, texts

and graphics, etc.

When the Multi-Functional Display cooperates with input buttons, it becomes a part of data access interface.  A

better utilization will help enhance product added value.
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Performance Specification
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Basic Instruction Table

Applied Instruction Table

Step Ladder Instruction Table
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The number of the Special Modules to be linked:
VB0 Series:  Up to 4 Special Modules;
VB1 Series:  Up to 8 Special Modules;
VB2 Series:  Up to 16 Special Modules.

Regulation Specification

Power Specification (Including All VB Series Main Units and Expansion Units)

Notes for Expansions
All of the VB Series Main Unit will occupy the I/O address X0~X17/Y0~Y17, thus the I/O address of the Expansion Unit/ 
Module will start from X20/Y20.
All of the VB Series Special Modules will not occupy any I/O address.
The VB-8XY expansion module will occupy 8 input points and 8 output points.

The available I/O points: 
VB0 Series:  Max. 128 points (X0~X77, Y0~Y77);
VB1 Series:  Max. 256 points (X0~X177, Y0~Y177);
VB2 Series:  Max. 512 points (X0~X377, Y0~Y377)

The statement about I/O expand
The VB series PLC Main Unit and Expansion Unit contain a power supply unit, but the Expansion Module and Special 
Module does not have a power unit, those module needs a power source to get power (for example from a  Main Unit, 
Expansion Unit or  VB-PWR Power Expansion Unit).
The statement of available modules amount with a Main Unit, Expansion Unit or VB-PWR Power Expansion Unit:

Two important connecting limits, from a Main Unit to 
Expansion Modules:
(1) (The amount of Expansion Modules) + (The amount of Special 
Modules) X 2 ≤ 4
(2) All equipments using power form the Main Unit (including itself 
and Expansion Modules), the output points:

The amount of "ON" status relays) X 6 + (The amount of "ON" 
status trans transistors) 192

Two important connecting limits, from an Expansion 
Unit to Expansion Modules:
(1) (The amount of Expansion Modules) + (The amount of Special 
Modules) X 2 12
(2) All equipments using power form the Expansion Unit (including
itself and Expansion Modules), the output points:

(The amount of "ON" status relays) X 6 + (The amount of "ON" 
status trans transistors) 192

Two important connecting limits, from a VB-PWR 
Power Expansion Unit to Expansion Modules:

(1) (The amount of Expansion Modules) + (The amount 
of Special Modules) X 2 12
(2) All equipments using power form the VB-PWR Power
Expansion Unit, the output points:
(The amount of "ON" status relays) X 6 + (The amount 

of "ON" status trans transistors) 288
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Input Point Specification

Output Point Specification
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COM Port 1 (CP1)
The CP1 is a built-in RS-232 communication standard interface.  It is available to connect with other equipment via either the USB-
A type or the white JST 4P connector.
The applicable communication type of CP1 is the Computer Link, which is to execute the M, VB and VH Series communication 
protocol.  Its main purposes are to:
1. Connect to the programming tools (Computer + Ladder Master or PDA + NeoTouch).
2. Connect to the HMI (Human-Machine Interface) or SCADA (Supervisor Control And Data Acquisition).
3. Connect with a MODEM, which is for remote program modification and data monitoring.

COM Port 2 (CP2)
CP2 is a multi-functional expansion communication port and it can be used for various communication applications. 
1. Computer Link – Uses the M, VB and VH Series communication protocol and it has the same purpose for use as CP1 in the RS-

232 interface.  By the RS-485 interface, a computer and several PLCs can constitute a monitoring local access network.
2. CPU Link – Uses the dedicated communication protocol and it is only available by the RS-485 interface.  The CPU Link allows

data transfer between (2~8) PLCs, usually it is used for the distributed control system.
3. Parallel Link – Uses the dedicated communication protocol and it has almost the same purpose as the CPU Link, except its pro-

cedure is simpler and it only allows data to be transferred between 2 PLCs.
4. Easy Link – Uses the M, VB and VH Series communication protocol.  Basically this application type is similar to the Computer 

Link, except this Easy Link uses a Main Unit of M or VB Series (which is called "Master PLC" ) to replace the computer, HMI or 
SCADA in the local network.  For the data transfer in the network, programmer need to put the LINK instruction (FNC 89) in the 
Master PLC's program to access the data in Slave PLCs.

5. MODBUS – Uses the MODBUS (Master/Slave) communication protocol (the MODBUS is a standard open source communica-
tion protocol).  Usually all the SCADA (Supervisor Control And Data Acquisition) and HMI (Human-Machine Interfaces) have
the MODBUS communication protocol. So, if a device without the M, VB and VH Series communication protocol, it can link to 
the VB and VH Series PLC's via the MODBUS.

6. MODEM Communication – Actively contacts with a MODEM when the PLC boots up (MODEM's "AA" sign should light 
on), then exercises M, VB and VH Series communication protocol.  By the linked MODEMs, the PLC allows the user to perform 
remote program modification or data monitoring.

7. MODEM Dialing – Uses the function of MODEM Communication described above (if the dialing function of VB Series PLC
and MODEM are activated) and then triggers the PLC's Dial-up Connection to link with the other PLC. The function is very use-
ful, especially for remote abnormality report, security system and data collector.

8. Non Protocol –  It does not administer any specific communication protocol.  All communication processes are customized and 
completed by PLC program. It uses RS instruction (FNC80) to receive and transfer communication operation. This communica-
tion type is usually used for links with other peripherals on the market, such as temperature controller, frequency converter, dis
player, printer, card reader or bar code reader.

COM Port3 (CP3)
The CP3 is a RS-485 communication port which is expanded by the VB-CADP expansion module and the communication type is 
assigned as Computer Link (using the M,VB and VH Series communication protocol).  It is usually linked with the HMI (Human-
Machine Interface) or the SCADA (Supervisor Control And Data Acquisition) to make the monitoring of local networking.

VB-1COM
The VB Series PLC Serial Link Communication Module provides a RS-232/RS-485 communication port.  It does not adminis-
ter any specific communication protocol.  All the communication processes are customized and completed by the PLC program.  
This module is usually used to communicate with other peripherals, such as commercially available temperature controller, 
frequency converter or bar code reader.  A Main Unit can be connected with up to 16 VB-1COM modules. 
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VB-232

The RS-232 Communication

Expansion Card

VB-485

The RS-485 Communication

Expansion Card

Communication 
Expansion Card

The VB-232 and VB-485 are the Second COM Port
(CP2) expansion cards of the VB Series PLC. 
The CP2 of the VB Series PLC is a multi-functional
communication port that can be used for multifari-
ous communication types, e.g. Computer Link,
CPU Link, Parallel Link, Easy Link, MODBUS
Communication, MODEM Communication and
Non-Protocol Communication.
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VB-CADP Dual-Port Communication
Expansion Module

It is a CP2 and CP3 expansion module.
The CP2 provides an isolated RS-232 or RS-485 communication interface.
The communication distance of its RS-485 interface is up to 1000 M (3280').
The CP3 provides isolated RS-485 communication interface with the com-
munication distance of this RS-485 interface is up to 1000 M (3280').
The CP2 of the VB Series PLC is a multi-functional communication port
which can be assigned for various communication applications, e.g.
Computer Link, CPU Link, Parallel Link, Easy Link, MODBUS Communica-
tion, MODEM Communication and Non-Protocol ommunication.

After linking VB-CADP Module, the Main Unit's CP1 will be disabled, and its function will be replaced by
VB-CADP’s CP1.
VB-CADP Module provides RX, TX indicator lamps of PWR and CP1.
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VB-485A RS-485 Communication
Expansion Module

VB-1COM Serial Link
Communication Module

The Second COM Port (CP2) expansion module for a Main Unit.
It is an isolated RS-485 communication interface, the distance is up to
1000 M (3280').
The CP2 of the VB Series PLC is a multi-functional communication port
that can be assigned for various communication applications, e.g.
Computer Link, CPU Link, Parallel Link, Easy Link, MODBUS
Communication, MODEM Communication and Non-Protocol
Communication.

The VB-1COM is a VB Series special module.
The VB-1COM can be used for either RS-232 or RS-485 interface.
Both the RS-232 and RS-485 interfaces are isolated.  The communication
distance of its RS-485 interface is up to 1000 M (3280').
The module has the HEX and ASCII codes auto conversion function for
the data receive/transfer.
A Main Unit can be connected with up to 16 VB-1COM modules. 
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Communication Operation Modes

Easy Link

The VB Series PLC have complete communication functions.  It provides several communication operation modes, which
can be used for various applications.  (such as local network monitoring, dispersive control, links to peripherals,  MODEM
communication, etc.)  The following are the communication operation modes of the VB Series.

Computer Link
A computer,  HMI (Human-Machine Interface) or SCADA (Supervisor Control And Data Acquisition) can connect to PLCs via the Computer

Link.  It uses the M, VB and VH Series communication protocol.

OR                                  +

PLC uses the CP2 via the  M,
VB and VH Series communi-
cation protocol, by the pro-
gram of Master (a M or VB
series) PLC to control the data
transfer between PLCs.
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Parallel Link

CPU Link

By this configuration setting, two PLCs use the dedicated communication protocol to transfer specific data automatically.

PLC will enable dedicated
communication protocol, and
PLCs in the network will
transfer data automatically
depending on configuration
settings.

CPU Link Communication Time:
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MODBUS Communication

Component Convert Table Between
VB-PLC and MODBUS

MODEM Communication

Communication between PLC and Computer, HMI (Human-machine Interface), SCADA (Supervisor Control And Data Acquisition) and
other devices, via the MODBUS communication protocol.

This communication mode is implemented by the M and VB, VH Series communication protocol.  When a computer using this mode through
the telephone system, it allows to telecommute monitor a PLC, and it also can do the system maintenance or data collection.

MODEM Dialing
M and VB, VH Series PLC have specific Registers to memorize the telephone numbers, which can be used for the MODEM Dialing function.
The on-site PLCs  through this MODEM Dialing function, will transfer data automatically to the monitoring center;s M and VB, VH series
PLC for data collection.  Also, they can dial-up a pager or cellular phone for caller ID display.

PLC can communicate with MODBUS enabled devices using MODBUS communication protocol.
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VVBB--11CCOOMM    CCoommmmuunniiccaattiioonn  SSppeecciiffiiccaattiioonn

CP 2 Non-Protocol Communication Specification

Non-Protocol Communication
M VH and VB series PLC can use this Non-Protocol Communication function, it does not administer any specific communication protocol.  All
communication processes are customized and completed by PLC program, which is for connection with various equipment does not have the stan-
dard protocol.
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VB-2DA  2-Channel, 12-Bit
Analog Output Module

12-bit resolution provides high precision resolution.
The voltage or current output can be specified for each channel inde-
pendently.
The gain and offset of each output channel can be adjusted indepen-
dently.
Photocoupler isolation between output analog signals and digital PLC
circuits.  Inner DC to DC isolated converter supplies the clean power.

VB-2VC   2-Channel Valve 
Controls  Module

High current driving capability (up 1.05A ±5% per channel).
Equipped with high resolution 12-bit DAC for high precision control.
Fully digital control including MIN and MAX current, rising or falling
Slope and Mode of slope.
Provide another S-type slope mode for accelerating and decelerating
automatically.
Very wide range of adjustment of slope for each channel.
High efficiency switching mode operation for reducing power dissipation.
Operation by single DC power (Vs) or just only voltage on 24 (+,-) sup-
plied for downgrade power supply cost.
Equipped with Poly Switch (self-recovery Fuse) for downgrade the main-
tenance cost.

VB-4DA  4-Channel, 8-Bit
Analog Output Module

Providing 5 output modes:  0V ~ +10V; 0V ~ +5V; +1V ~ +5V; 0 mA ~ 
+20 mA and +4 mA ~ +20 mA
The voltage or current output can be specified for each channel and
the conversion characteristic of each output channel can be set inde
pendently.
Photocoupler isolation between output analog signals and digital PLC 
circuits.  Inner DC to DC isolated converter supplies the clean power.
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VB-4AD  4-Channel, 12-Bit
Analog Input Module

12-bit resolution provides high precision resolution.
The voltage or current input can be specified for each channel inde-
pendently.
The gain and offset of each input channel can adjust independently.
Equipped with a 10V accurately standard voltage output, offers refer-
ence power source for the linear potentiometer
Photocoupler isolation between input analog signals and digital PLC
circuits.  Inner DC to DC isolated converter supplies the clean
power.

12-bit resolution provides high precision resolution.
The voltage or current input can be specified for each channel independently.
The voltage or current output can be specified for each channel independently.
The gain and offset of each input/output channel can be adjusted independently.
A 10V accurately standard voltage output, offers reference power source for the
linear potentiometer.
Photocoupler isolation between analog I/O signals and digital PLC circuits.  
Inner DC to DC isolated converter supplies the clean power.

VB-6A  4-Channel, 12-Bit Analog Input / 
2-Channel, 12-Bit Analog Output Module
VB-3A  2-Channel, 12-Bit Analog Input /

1-Channel, 12-Bit Analog Output Module

Analog Input Feature Specification

Analog Output Feature Specification

Common Specification
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VB-8T  8-Channel J/K TC Temperature 
Input Module

VB-4T  4-Channel J/K TC Temperature 
Input Module

Each input channel can be set to J or K type thermocouple sensor 
input. Also it is possible to set the temperature range and resolution for 
each input channel independently.
The 0.1 / 0.18 high resolution temperature detection.
The instrument-level "Dual-Slope ADC" can give accurate and stable 
measurement values. Also it filters out white noise induced by 50/60Hz
power line.
The Centigrade ( ) or Fahrenheit ( ) measurement values are available.
Providing the temperature sensors' open circuit detective function.

VB-4PT  4-Channel PT-100 Temperature 
Input Module

VB-2PT  2-Channel PT-100 Temperature 
Input Module

Each input channel can be set its temperature range and resolution 
independently.
The 0.1 high resolution temperature detection.
The instrument-class "Dual-Slope ADC" can give accurate and stable 
measurement values. Also it filters out white noise induced by 50/60Hz 
power line.
The Centigrade ( ) or Fahrenheit ( ) measurement values are avail
able.
Providing the temperature sensors' open circuit detective function.
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VB-2LC  2-Channel Temperature 
Control Module

VB-1LC  1-Channel Temperature 
Control Module

Equipped with temperature input(s), PID calculation output control(s) 
and plenty warning modes.
Providing with the Auto-Tuning function, easily to get the parameters of PID.
2 (VB-2LC) / 1 (VB-1LC) temperature input channel(s) (PT-100 RTD or 
J / K type thermocouple sensor) and 2 /1  transistor (open collector) 
output channel(s).  
Providing the temperature sensors' open circuit detective function.
Providing the Current Transformer detection that can check the status 
of heater.

Input Feature Specification

Output Feature Specification

Performance Specifications, Power Supply and Common Items
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VB-1PG  Single Axis Pulse Output
Positioning Control Module

Equipped with seven operation modes, easy to perform positioning 
control.
Up to 100 kHz output pulse chains.
Providing two pulse output formats:  Forward (FP) / Reverse (RP)
pulse or pulse chains (PLS) + direction control (DIR) output.
Providing with DOG, PGO and STOP input terminals.
Multiple axes can be controlled by connecting multiple VB-1PG 
modules.

One-phase, two-phase or A/B-phase pulse input is available.
A/B-phase pulse counting can be set to 1, 2 or 4 multiplication 
mode.
Equipped with the hardware comparator for its two output points.
Providing software/hardware "Disable Counting" and "Preset" 
functions.
Each input is available to use 5V, 12V or 24V signal (depending on the 
connection terminal).

VB-1HC  High Speed Counter Module
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VB-PWR 
Power Expansion Module

VB-30PS Power Supply Module

DAP-100 Configuration Panel 

With in of the Real Time Clock Expansion Card, the PLC will enable to do
the automatic control according to date and time.
To indicates the year, month, day, hour, minute, second and week.
The battery life is around 5 years at 25 77 .
When the battery power is too low, the special relay M9005 will turn "ON".

The 16K Steps Program Memory Card.  Use a Flash ROM, can rewrite
over 10,000 times.  (Only 8K steps capacity, if it is installed in a VB0
series Main Unit.)
Providing program upload/download function, easy for program copy and
machine maintenance.
Including the RTC function, the battery life is around 5 years at 25 77 .
When the battery power is too low, the special relay M9005 will turn "ON".

The 128K words Data Storage Card.  The data storage is using SRAM,
and the Lithium batteries are used for latched data.
Providing storage room for extensive data which needs the latched func-
tion.  The VB-DB1R is usually used for storage formula data or long-time
data collection.
Using the DBWR and DBRD instructions to access data in the VB-DB1R.
The development software Ladder Master is available to modify, archive
and upload/download the data in the VB-DB1R.
Including the RTC function, the battery life is around 5 years at 25 77 .
When the battery power is too low, the special relay M9005 will turn "ON".

Memory Card Slot Expansion Cards

VB-RTC Real Time Clock Expansion Card

VB-MP1R Program Memory Card

VB-DB1R Data Bank
Expansion Card
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Connecting Cables
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94mm Model



Dimension and Terminal Layouts
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48mm Model
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MS Windows®-based Programming Tool : Ladder Master
The Ladder Master is a Ladder-Diagram programming software, which is based on the Microsoft®

Windows® operating system and specially developed for M, VB and VH Series PLC.  With the use of a

mouse and keyboard, it features good friendliness, easy to learn, understand and operate. 

The Ladder Master provides powerful and complete functions in programming, operation monitoring

and system maintenance.  It will effectively help you to complete the job.

The operating habit is correspond with the Windows® environment, which has the advantage of easy
to learn, application and  good friendliness.
Providing various language versions, such as Traditional Chinese, Simple Chinese and English ver-
sions, that are convenient for different language users.
Providing direct connection and MODEM connection functions, which allows remote program modi-
fication and data monitoring.
Its quick input mode enhances the programming efficiency by processing diagram input and compo-
nent assignation separately.
Featuring the Insert, Delete, Cut, Copy, Paste, Undo and Export/Import functions.
Providing 16 letters of component annotations plus sectional program annotations, which can be
fully express the program denotation and improve program readability. 
During the programming processes, the Ladder Master provides the guidelines of reference, which
will give the real-time error retrieved and the instant prompts.
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Palm OSTM-based PDA Programming Tool :  NeoTouch
The NeoTouch is an application program interface, which is specially developed for M, VB and VH

Series PLC. The NeoTouch is designed to install at a Palm OSTM PDA, it offers many functions better

than those of the Handy Programming Panel.  This advanced design idea creates a new generation of

PLC program writers.

PDA-based
NeoTouch

Simultaneous monitoring of the ladder
diagram and component status, allows
efficiently program debugging. 
Selectable group monitoring function for
component facilitate the use of the moni-
toring layout.
Providing component enforce functions:
contacts force "ON"/"OFF" and Registers'
present value input.
For easier test run, debug and system
maintenance, the monitoring function of
Ladder Master could select monitored
components.  It also allows to keep the
assigned monitoring page.
The system configuration is set by dia-
logue box, enables easy system parameter
settings.
The print function is available for the pro-
gram itself and parameter list, easy to
record and create of engineering docu-
ment/data.
For the latched area, File Register and
Data Bank, it provided the editing and
archiving functions, which offering the
easy system maintenance and duplication
of machine data.

A PDA has the features compactness and
mobility with the self-contained power, it can
operate independently.  
The touch screen cooperated with the dia-
logue boxes which allows to learn and opera-
tion easily. 
The larger screen could display 11 lines of
instructions in one page, that is very helpful
for the programming and operation monitor-
ing.
Featuring the modern programming edit
functions, such as Cut, Copy, Paste and
Undo.
The powerful component replacement func-
tion, that enables to exchange multiple com-
ponents at once and it is good for various
component types.
Allowing to monitor the program and select-
ed components simultaneously.  The moni-
tored components could be changed anytime
by the demand of application.
Providing component enforce functions: con-
tacts force "ON"/"OFF" and Registers' pre-
sent value input.
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VB Series Product List
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